
HARDMOORS 26.2  FRYUPDALE TRAIL HALF 
 

*PLEASE NOTE CHECKPOINTS MAY CHANGE LOCATIONS 
 
 

1. At the end of the drive turn right onto the road.  
 

2. Continue along road for 0.75 miles 
 

3. Cross over cattle grid and leave road by taking track on left (signed Bridleway) 
 

4. Continue uphill on path ignoring the track on the left. 
 

5. Follow fingerpost over moor keeping to the path 
 

6. On reaching the road cross the road and continue on path uphill (signed Bridleway) 
 

7. When path forks take left fork and continue uphill 
 

8. At path junction turn right and head uphill steeply 
 

9. At top of climb & on reaching path junction turn right & continue on path  
 

10. Ignore main track which turns left & leads to the stones.  
 

11. Continue ahead on path 
 

12. On reaching the next path turn left (fingerpost signed)  
 

13. Continue ahead on path 
 

14. Continue on path as it descends moor.  
 

15. Go through wide wooden gate & continue ahead on path heading for tennis courts 
 

16. When path meets road turn left onto road & continue downhill pass tennis courts on right. 
 

17. Continue into Ainthorpe 
 

18. Pass by the Fox and Hounds pub on right & turn right to leave the road through wooden gate 
opposite Rose cottage (footpath signed). 
 

19. Continue on wide track 
 

20. On reaching metal gate take stile on left & continue ahead to cross another stile 
 

21. Continue ahead keeping stone wall to your left (don’t turn left towards the farm) 
 

22. At end of field continue over stile (waymarked) 
 

23. Continue on path close to hedge on the right 
 

24. At the end of the field follow the path round to the left.  
 

25. Ignore wooden gate leaving field (signed castle footpath) & continue on path 
 

26. At end of path go through gate & over small wooden bridge then turn right onto lane. 
 



27. Look out for a signed path on the left (signed Danby via Moors Centre) leave road and go 
through the wooden gate 
 

28. Pass through next gate & continue over railway track 
 

29. Go through next gate & continue ahead on path 
 

30. Pass through next gate & over wooden bridge to go through another gate  
 

31. Continue on path directly ahead between bushes & hedges  
 

32. At end of path cross through gate and turn left onto the road,  
 

33. Continue on road until reaching Junction 
 

34. At junction turn right (signed Danby beacon 1.5 miles).  
 

35. Continue on road uphill for 0.5 miles. Take first road off to the left & continue ascending 
(Ignore any footpaths and keep to the road)  
 

36. Ignore road on right & continue uphill on road to the Beacon & CHECKPOINT 1 (5.5 miles) 
 

37. At junction Nr Beacon turn right onto wide stone track (signed Leaholm 3¾ miles) 
 

38. Continue on track for 1.6 miles & at track junction take wide stone track on right  
 

39. At end of track turn left onto road, continue on road & at next junction turn right  
  

40. Continue downhill into Leaholm (signed Leaholm 0.5 miles) 
 

41. Pass by train station on right & cross over the bridge passing the school on your left. 
 

42. Just after school also on left is a car park & toilets, just after toilets take the track on the left 
(signed bridleway Glaisdale 2 miles) next to an exploring Lealholm info sign 
 

43. Continue along track passing house on the right 
 

44. Continue on track for 0.5 miles.  
 

45. Pass through metal gate & turn right (signed Glaisdale) continue through farm buildings to 
go through another metal fence (Esk valley way signed)  

 
46. Continue ahead on path through field alongside river (River on right) 

 
47. Pass through wooden gate & continue directly ahead on path 

 
48. On reaching wide stone track turn RIGHT onto track & descend 

 
49. Just before reaching river take steps on right & climb up to the wooden bridge 

 
50. Cross bridge & continue steeply up the track 

 
51. Continue uphill as the track turns into a road. CHECKPOINT 2 (9 miles)  

 
52. Continue on road ignoring any paths or tracks off to the left & right 

 
53. On reaching road junction continue directly across road & uphill on Hall lane 

 
54. Continue on the road ignoring any paths off to the left or right 

 



55. Eventually the road stops at a wooden gate, go through the gate & continue directly ahead on 
wide track for 2 miles ignoring any paths or tracks off to the left or right. 

 
56. When the track eventually joins the road, turn left onto the road  

 
57. Continue directly ahead on the road for 1 mile.  

 
58. Leave road at wide wooden gate on right CHECKPOINT 3 (13 miles)  

 
59. Leave checkpoint pass through gate & take thin path almost directly in front of you.      

(Not the wide track slightly more to your right) 
 

60. Continue on path through heather to descend hill to reach stone wall with wooden gate.  
 

61. Pass through wooden gate & descend very boggy hill (steep single track in places)  
 

62. Continue downhill on path as it descends through woods ignoring any turn offs.  
 

63. On reaching wooden gate continue through gate and continue on path descending hill 
between two stone walls to reach road.  

 
64. On reaching road turn right & take first left at road junction, continue descending road.  

 
65. Follow road as it turns to the right and ascends.  

 
66. Continue on road past farm buildings  

 
67. Continue on road as it climbs steeply and bends to the left and then to the right and back 

to the left as it reaches a junction.  
 

68. At the junction turn right and continue along the road 
 

69. Watch out for the left turning leading off the road through bushes (opposite1st farm building 
on right in far distance)  

 
70. Continue through bushes into field  

 
71. Follow path close to stone wall on your right 

 
72. At end of field and on reaching the stone wall pass into the next field to turn left alongside 

stone wall (signed Cycle Hub) 
 

73. Go through wooden gate & turn left to descend down to the Cycle Hub & RACE FINISH 
	
	


